July 8, 2003

Submission to the President's Commission on the United States Postal Service

We write to take issue with regard to the polling information provided to the Commission by Peter D. Hart Research Associates, Inc. in May, 2003.

It is clear from reading the questions asked in the poll that Mr. Hart was pre-disposed to certain conclusions regarding the USPS and crafted his questions to obtain the desired result. Even the first question, right out of the box, was terribly biased. The pollster asked simply how the respondent "felt" about the United States Postal Service, but then asked how he or she felt about specific services delivered by selected business service providers. Had the question been posed in an intellectually honest manner, respondents would have been asked to compare apples to apples; either list only the entities names for all and/or list specific services for all, including USPS. Doing so would possibly have resulted in dramatically different results.

As we have written the Commission previously on the matter of the access monopoly USPS enjoys over private home mailboxes, we are most concerned, however, with the wording of Question 7 in that regard. Respondents were asked to rate how important they felt it was to change the law to allow "private companies to deliver packages and letters into your home mailbox." Wording the question this way ignores the issues and concerns we raised in our previous letter (attached).

Had respondents been asked whether or not they thought it should be OK for their neighbor to leave a recipe, or directions to the kids' soccer practice, in one's home mailbox, we're certain the results would have been substantially different.

Even more egregious was the way Question 13b was posed. Again the question was in reference to allowing entities other than the Postal Service to access the home owner's mailbox. But the question was posed in such a manner as to focus the respondent's attention on issue of "junk mail."

No wonder 61 percent of people said the strongly opposed allowing private companies to access the home mailbox. The question indicates that such access would be used for the purpose of delivering "advertising mail" only. At least the follow-up question reveals that the chief concern in this question appears to be that of "junk mail," not of mailbox access, but we suspect this fact will not be as prominently discussed in the debate over ending the USPS access monopoly of private home mailboxes.

That such misleading and disingenuous questions appear in a poll presented to the Commission is of great concern to us. We urge the Commission not to accept these polling results from Hart Research at face value and, rather, view them with an extremely critical, if not skeptical, eye, particularly with regard to the issue of retaining the USPS monopoly on access to private home mailboxes.
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We take issue with regard to a point made by William Young, President of the National Letter Carriers Association, during the hearing on February 18th that the Postal Service's statutory monopoly over access to the mailbox should be retained.

As exists today by law, it is a federal offense for anyone to leave letters, flyers or brochures in the mailboxes of homeowners if they do not have postage. In light of the ever-increasing costs affiliated with using the Postal Service as the exclusive delivery vehicle for stamped mail, we believe reform efforts should consider recommending an end to the additional monopoly granted the Postal Service on home mailbox access.

While large, well-funded businesses and organizations can and will be able to continue using the services of the post office for letter delivery at today's rates, many small, local neighborhood businesses aren't so fortunate. Indeed, it's not so much the cost of printing which makes such mass communications in resident neighborhoods problematic for many small and start-up businesses, but the cost of postage.

Many an entrepreneur is ready, willing and able to hand-carry printed flyers, brochures and other letters to neighborhood residents offering their services or otherwise promoting their businesses on their own, thus saving the cost of using the Postal Service to provide for such distribution. However, due to existing law which forbids such individuals from placing their material in the homeowner's mailbox, such individuals are left with no choice but to leave behind printed materials inside doorways, attached to gates and fences, or on automobile windshields.

As such practices don't afford for secure, enclosed delivery, such materials are often overlooked, damaged by inclement weather or blown...
away causing litter in neighborhoods which is neither desired nor necessary. There is also the inherent and unnecessary fear many homeowners, especially the elderly, experience when a stranger approaches their door and opens it in order to leave literature.

Such problems and concerns are not limited to small businesses. Small, under-funded community organizations - such as PTAs, Girl Scouts, Kiwanis Clubs, etc. - are also adversely affected by the law which prohibits their volunteers from distributing literature advising of community meetings, activities and events using the homeowner's mailbox.

In addition, many under-funded political campaigns for offices ranging from school board to Congress are adversely affected by their inability to use the homeowner's mailbox for delivery of campaign-related, free speech communications.

As it is the homeowner's mailbox provided for by the homeowner himself or herself at their own expense for the convenience of the Postal Service for home delivery purposes, it is difficult to understand why the Postal Service should be allowed to maintain its monopoly access control of what material is deposited into these receptacles.

While it is understandable and desired to maintain criminal penalties for REMOVING materials from a homeowner's mailbox, it makes no sense to criminalize small business owners, community volunteers and political candidates for putting printed materials INTO those mailboxes.

The home mailbox is not paid for by the Postal Service, it is the private property of its owner. That owner should be given the right to give permission to someone other the Postal Service to leave something in it. The issues of security and the sanctity of the mail are no different whether it is a person's front porch, mailbox, or living room.

Greater access to the mailbox would promote free speech rights, increase the quality of service from the USPS by injecting some competition (they would still have their delivery monopoly, which is another issue), and not alter the financial viability of the Postal Service. Individuals and local authorities are amply adequate to protect the mailbox.

In closing, we would like to point out that according to the survey of developed countries found in the Postal Transformation Plan, Appendix H-3, the United States is the only country which provides its postal service with monopoly access to homeowner mailboxes. Clearly it is not an essential element of a postal system if it is absent in other countries. It's one thing to afford the Postal Service a monopoly on letter delivery; it's quite another to also afford it a monopoly on mailbox access, as well. We urge the Commission to give due consideration to this matter in its reform considerations.
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